How to Find
Smart Works Reading
Our address is 94 London Street, Reading, RG1 4SJ.
By car
Unfortunately we do not have visitor parking spaces in our staff car park. The nearest
public car park is Saxon Court Car Park, 8-10 Church St, Reading RG1 2SQ.
http://www.green-parking.co.uk/reading-saxon-court-car-park/
Saxon Court Car Park has relatively small spaces, so if you’d prefer there is also street
parking on London Street.
By bus
The nearest bus stop is Crown Street which is serviced by the 5,6,6a,7,11,21 and 21a
bus routes.
Once off the bus you will need to cross the street to be on the side of the road with the
Tesco Express and then walk right along London Street.
London Street Top is also very close and is serviced by the 3,3b,9,10,19a,19c and 21 bus
routes. Once off here just walk to your left (away from Tesco Express) until you reach
Church Street.
By train
Reading (main) station is the nearest train station. From here you could walk (around 15
minutes). Or you could get the number 21 bus from Blagrave street stop EK or the 5,6,7
from Station Roads stop SC.
Once on London Street
We are situated in the middle of London Street. We are on the same side of the road as
the Tesco Express.
Head toward roughly the middle of London Street from which there will be an alley way
called Church Street (follow the signpost to the Quaker Meeting House). Head down this
alley and on your left-hand side is a small car park.
Enter the car park and head to the far right-hand corner where you will see a sign for
Smart Works. Press the buzzer for Smart Works and you will be welcomed in.

If you experience any difficulty finding us, please call us on 0118 959 4245
and we will direct you.
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The map below shows our location in relation to our surroundings, and the
photographs show what to look for when you enter our staff car park.
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